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PECULIARITIES OF TIGHT BINDINGREPRESENTATIONS OF CaCu3Ti4O12QUADRUPLE PEROVSKITES �M.D. Johannes and W.E. PikettDepartment of Physis, University of California Davis, Davis CA 95616(Reeived July 10, 2002)Quadruple perovskites with the b CaCu3Ti4O12 rystal struture arebeoming interesting for unusual magneti, eletroni, dieletri, and stru-tural properties. It is shown here that the magneti Cu dxy states haveunusual interrelationships (in terms of a tight binding representation) thathave important impliations for magneti oupling.PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.20.�b, 71.23.An, 75.30.Et1. IntrodutionCaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) is the prototype of �quadrupled perovskite� stru-ture lass, whih inludes the ferrimagneti semiondutor CaCu3Mn4O12 aswell as some ruthenate metals. CCTO has been the subjet of reent in-terest due to its extremely high, nearly temperature-independent, dieletrionstant (" � 104) in the kHz frequeny range. This ompound has three-dimensional AFM ordering, and our preliminary study indiates that verylong range interations are present. Here we present some of the details ofhow the arrangement of the magneti dxy orbital of Cu2+ ions implies theneessity of long range magneti oupling involving long range eletronihopping proesses. Symmetry arguments prohibit interations between bothnearest and next-nearest Cu�Cu neighbors and therefore the simple Néel or-dering must have its origins elsewhere.2. Struture and the Cu dxy orbitalThe struture of CCTO is best desribed as a simple perovskite stru-ture whih has been quadrupled (CaTiO4)4, followed by a replaement of� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1553)



1554 M.D. Johannes, W.E. Pikettthree out of four Ca ions with Cu. The O ions whih normally oupy theenter of the faes then shift (remaining in-plane) to form a square-planarenvironment with the Cu ion. This shift has the e�et of tilting the TiO6otohedra suh that one triangular fae of eah lies along a (111) axis.In this environment, the Cu ions are d9, leaving a single hole in thedxy orbital, whih is o-planar with the Cu and O ions. The dxy orbitalbelonging to eah of the three Cu ions in the unit ell is in a di�erent plane,so that the Cu ions form three b sublatties ontaining CuO4 plaquettesat right angles to one another.

Fig. 1. The quadrupled perovskite struture. TiO6 otahedra are tilted suh thatCuO4 squares (rosses) in this �gure are formed.The tight binding (TB) representation of the band struture of onven-tional ubi ABO3 perovskites, where B is a transition metal atom, wasstudied in detail by Wolfram and Ellialtioglu [4℄ who noted for example the�at bands that result if the ddÆ type hopping amplitudes [5℄ an be negleted,as they often an. Here we note peuliarities of the TB representation of themagneti states of CCTO that result from the type of magneti orbitals (dxyin their loal oordinate system) and their arrangement on the 1/4-depletedb lattie. 2.1. Impliations for magneti orderingAn aurate bandstruture was �t to a tight-binding model. The hoppingamplitudes obtained from the TB �t were then used to obtain spin-spinoupling (superexhange) parameters, using J = 4t2U .



Peuliarities of Tight Binding Representations . . . 1555The 1st and 2nd neighbors of any given Cu ion are loated in the (100)and (110) diretions respetively. Sine these neighbors are both also loatedon a di�erent sublatties, their dxy orbitals are orthogonal and thereforethe hopping parameter between them is zero. Magneti ordering in thismodel must therefore ome from interations between more distant spins.The 3rd neighbor orbitals are not orthogonal, but they are loated on thesame sublattie. So although this interation would suessfully order eahsublattie with a simple Néel ordering, there is no mehanism by whihthe sublatties an order with respet to one another. The 4th neighborinterations su�er the same problem: overlap between orbitals is non-zero,but again onnet only spins on the same sublattie. Not until the 5thneighbor is there an interation between spins that is both non-zero andallows hopping between di�erent sublatties. The need to extend the modelall the way to 5th neighbors is lear when �tting the bandstruture; untilthis interation is added, there are improper degeneraies in the TB modelalong some diretions in k-spae. Although the 5th neighbor interationorretly removes these degeneraies and essentially desribes the magnetiordering orretly, a good �t to the bandstruture atually requires that Cu�Cu interations up to 7th neighbor be inluded. Table I shows the hoppingparameters whih result from �tting to the bandstruture. TABLE It3rd �53.0 meVt4th �(Ca) �51.0 meVt4th0 �(no Ca) 16.3 meVt4th00 Æ 20.1 meVt5th 5.6 meV t6th �.7 meVt7th � �1.4 meVt7th0 Æ (Ca) 2.7 meVt7th00 Æ (no Ca) �9.5 meVThe di�erent designations for neighbors at the same distane (e.g. thethree distint 4th neighbors) refer to either a di�erent hemial environmentor to a di�erent orientation of orbitals with respet to one another (andtherefore a di�erent overlap).When the TB hopping parameters are applied to the Heisenberg model,Jij(= 4t2ijU ) will always be positive, and therefore favor anti-alignment of thetwo spins whih it onnets. This means that the 4th neighbor interation isfrustrated sine 4th neighbors share a ommon 3rd neighbor with whih theyare already anti-aligned. This frustration is moderated by the fat that thereare eight 3rd neighbors and only two 4th neighbors with hopping parameterswhih are on the order of the 3rd neighbor parameter. Table II summarizesthe number of neighbors of eah kind and the resulting energy produedwithin the Heisenberg model. The AFM ordering whih is experimentallyobserved is favored (over FM ordering)in this model by 23 meV/Cu.



1556 M.D. Johannes, W.E. Pikett TABLE IIType of hopping znn 4t2U � znn (FM) 4t2U � znn (AFM)t3rd 8 22.47 meV �22.47 meVt4th �(Ca) 2 5.2 meV 5.2 meVt4th0 �(no Ca) 2 0.53 meV 0.53 meVt4th00 Æ 2 0.81 meV 0.81 meVt5th 8 0.25 meV �0.25 meVt6th 12 0.00 meV 0.00 meVt7th � 4 0.01 meV �0.01 meVt7th0 Æ (Ca) 4 0.03 meV �0.03 meVt7th00 Æ (no Ca) 4 0.36 meV �0.36 meVTOTAL 29.66 meV �16.58 meVThis model an adequately explain the magneti order of CCTO butsurprisingly, this order depends on interations between 5th neighbors whihare separated by more than a lattie onstant. The TB �t suggests that evenfurther interations (out to 7th neighbor) are present and non-negligible.We aknowledge useful disussions with H. Rosner and W. Ku. Thiswork was supported by NSF grant DMR-0114818.REFERENCES[1℄ J. Chenavas, J.C. Joubert, M. Marezio, B. Bohu, J. Solid State Chem. 14, 25(1975); A. Collomb et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mat. 7, 1 (1978).[2℄ M.A. Subramanian et al., J. Solid State Chem. 151, 323 (2000); A.P. Ramirezet al., Solid State Commun. 115, 217 (2000).[3℄ R. Weht, W.E. Pikett, Phys. Rev. B65, 014415 (2001).[4℄ T. Wolfram, S. Ellialtioglu, Phys. Rev. B25, 2697 (1982).[5℄ J.C. Slater, G.F. Koster, Phys. Rev. 94, 844 (1954).


